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Quiz – with answers! #1 

Fill in the missing word. Use the Vocabulary below: 

1. I am sorry. You are occupying my ___________. Can you please move? 

2. Yossi must __________ the exam in Math. His grade is not so good now. 

3. I usually buy the same __________ in the supermarket.  

4. If you want to catch the bus you better ____________. I think you should 

even run! 

5. The _________ in the store was very nice. She handed me the change (עודף) 

with a smile! 

6. Jewish people usually __________ in a synagogue (בית כנסת). 

7. I don’t think you should decide this quickly. We should ____________ it a 

bit.  

8. The kids from the basketball team came to ________ their friends during 

the game. 

9. Anna has to __________ her clothes in the suitcase before her flight leaves.  

10. the _________ in literature (ספרות) was very difficult for me! The 

questions were tricky! 

Vocabulary: (to) pass, an exam, (to) hurry, (to) pray, (to) encourage, (to) 

arrange, a cashier, items, (to) discuss, a seat.  

 

Good Luck! 😊 
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Quiz – answers! #1 

Fill in the missing word. Use the Vocabulary below: 

1. I am sorry. You are occupying my ___seat____. Can you please move? 

2. Yossi must ___pass___ the exam in Math. His grade is not so good now. 

3. I usually buy the same ____items___ in the supermarket.  

4. If you want to catch the bus you better ____hurry_. I think you should even 

run! 

5. The _cashier__ in the store was very nice. She handed me the change (עודף) 

with a smile! 

6. Jewish people usually __pray_ in a synagogue (בית כנסת). 

7. I don’t think you should decide this quickly. We should ___discuss__ it a 

bit.  

8. The kids from the basketball team came to __encourage_ their friends 

during the game. 

9. Anna has to ___arrange__ her clothes in the suitcase before her flight 

leaves.  

10. The ___exam__ in literature (ספרות) was very difficult for me! The 

questions were tricky! 

Vocabulary: (to) pass, an exam, (to) hurry, (to) pray, (to) encourage, (to) 

arrange, a cashier, items, (to) discuss, a seat.  

 

Good Luck! 😊 
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